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Preface  
 
 
In October 2012, Michael Pozzebon, Vice-President of DG Group, a major Greater Toronto land 
developer, called to announce the purchase of 180 acres of prime land at the corner of Bathurst Street 
and Major Mackenzie Drive in the City of Vaughan. Michael requested that we conduct an 
archaeological assessment on a priority basis as the property development was imminent.  
Little did I know that this would become one of the two largest, most complex, archaeological 
excavations I have ever undertaken. Two full, and one partial field seasons were required to complete all 
field work and an additional two years were required to clean, catalogue, describe, and analyze the very 
large collection of artifacts to prepare the final report for the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport. 
 

  We discovered that there had been a partial assessment of the property by a previous 
archeological consultant and that they had delimited Patterson Village, the 19th century company town 
beside the Patterson & Bro. Farm equipment manufactory, as being 1.46 hectares in size, and did not 
collect a single artifact. 
 

The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport defines four stages in undertaking archaeological 
assessments. Stage 1 is background research of existing knowledge of the property. This was done by 
the staff in our office. The second stage was to assess the remaining parts of the property to ensure that 
there were no additional sites which needed to be investigated. This work was done in November 2012 
and demonstrated that Patterson Village was the only significant archaeological site on the property. 
Stage 3 involved collecting the artifacts from the surface of the freshly cultivated site to determine its 
size and to dig test pits across those parts of the site which could not be cultivated. This work revealed 
that the site covered about 7.75 hectares, more than five times larger than the previous estimate. 
DG Group’s plan was to develop the northern and eastern portions of the property first. To do that they 
needed two corridors cleared of archaeological resources to install their services to those parts of the 
property outside the site. Thus, our next task was to undertake the Stage 3 test excavation and the 
Stage 4 salvage excavation of the North-South, and East-West Service Corridors. This was started in 
November and completed in the spring of 2013. 
 

Our final tasks were to the complete the Stage 3 test excavation and the Stage 4 salvage 
excavation of the two remaining parts of the site which we called Area 1 – the Triangle, and Area 2 – the 
area west of the North-South Corridor.  
 

After more than 18 months of fieldwork, our excavations revealed the presence of 18 houses, a 
church, a raised grain storage building, 20 pit privies, 16 box privies, six cisterns, and a well within the 
residential part of the village. In the western part of the village we found the boarding house with four 
pit privies, one box privy, and five cisterns. Our excavations investigated 336 other features in the 
subsoil which produced varying quantities of artifacts. The excavations produced at total of 291,911 



artifacts and an additional estimated 1,113,097 artifacts of preserved plant remains from the processing 
of soil samples using a flotation technique. 
 

In the fall of 2012, I met Ruth Redelmeier, whose family trust had sold the property to DG 
Group. Ruth had spent the previous 25 years researching both Patterson Village and the Patterson & 
Bro. Farm equipment manufactory. She graciously provided a CD with copies of her research which 
yielded a bonanza of historical information which would not otherwise have been available. Her data 
has provided many significant insights into the site interpretations which would not normally have been 
possible. 
 

The preparation of this book, in large part, is to provide the public with information about 
Patterson Village, the Patterson & Bro. Farm equipment manufactory and the results of the 
archaeological excavations. Filing a 1,200 plus page license report on such a significant site is simply not 
enough. 
 

Peter Patterson was an exceptional individual who emigrated to Canada about 1850 and 
eventually established one of the first major manufacturers of farm equipment, as well as one of the 
earliest company towns in Ontario. Unlike many company towns, Patterson paid fair wages, and 
provided housing for both families and single men at reasonable rates. Families were provided with 
seeds for planting gardens near their houses, and fruit trees as a source of fresh fruit. In part, Patterson 
was controlling his workforce by providing quick access to the factory and improving their lives by 
forbidding alcohol and tobacco. His wife also checked in with the villagers weekly to see that all was 
well. Thus, Peter Patterson was a paternalistic capitalist at a time when capitalism reigned with little 
care for the workers or their families. 
 

Our work on DG Group land has provided a wealth of new information on Patterson Village, its 
residential houses, and a boarding house. While most of the Patterson & Bro. manufactory was 
demolished and the area redeveloped as farm buildings after closure of the factory and village, more 
research could be undertaken outside DG Group land. The original factory building constructed in 1856 
lies within land now under the ownership of the Metro Region Conservation Authority. Further, Peter 
Patterson’s house remains standing in its original position on a lot to the west of the factory. A search 
for privies on this property might provide interesting details about the content of privies used by the 
Patterson family compared with those of the villagers in their family residences and the boarding house.  
 

This book is also intended to provide some value-added to the significant expenditure made by 
DG Group to remove, document, and record a very important archaeological resource located on their 
property. 
 

Archaeology is a very visual venture. We took hundreds of pictures of the excavations as well as 
hundreds of pictures of the most interesting artifacts. These were in a digital format and in colour. Yet 
with the tremendous increase in technology relating to the preparation of publications, most 
archaeological books in Ontario are published in black and white with, in some instances, a few colour 
illustrations.  
 

I have adapted many of these new publishing technologies to further innovate in the field of 
archaeological publication. The original copy of this book was created in iBooks Author. The book 
contains 112 colour pictures of the excavations and colour maps, 20 black and white figures and 63 
colour plates of 678 artifacts. Once the iBook was completed, the text was exported and provided to I C 
Publishing along with all illustrations. This firm then edited the volume and typeset the book using 



InDesign. This allowed publication of the book in full colour and the creation of an Adobe PDF version of 
the book which will be marketed at a cost-effective price. The edited text of the print version was then 
imported back into another copy of the iBooks Author in order that all three versions will contain the 
same text. The iBooks version is available from the Apple Store online while the print and Adobe PDF 
versions can be ordered from the publisher. 
 

I hope you will find your reading of this book as intriguing as I found the excavation of the site, 
the analysis of the artifacts, and historical features for the license report; and then ultimately authoring 
and producing three versions of the book on the excavations for public enlightenment as a personal 
project outside the purview of This Land Archaeology Inc. 
 
William D. Finlayson, Midland Ontario 
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